
...RESISTANT MATERIALS 

Chemical Joints & Adhesives   

What is tensol cement used to join? (1) 

Explain the process of applying PVA? (3) 

What is epoxy resin? (3) 

How do you apply a contact adhesive? (2) 

What is the glue in a hot melt gun? (1) 
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Chemical joint - Tensol cement   
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When using this product in the 
workshop, how would you ensure it 
is used safely? 

Used to join thermoplastics – acrylic (Perspex) 

It is a solvent (dichloromethane) 

Melts the plastic (like a chemical weld)  

•Applied to both surfaces of the acrylic
•Push parts together 
•Clamped for 24 hours 

Uses include: sign making, model 
making, structural engineering .
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Chemical joint – Polystyrene cement   
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What is it used for? 

Similar to Tensol cement but used for polystyrene

It is a solvent

Melts the plastic (like a chemical weld)  

•Applied to the surfaces
•Components placed together 
•As solvent evaporates the strength 
returns to the cement  
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Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA)   
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•Used for what types of joints? 

Very common glue for joining mainly wood 

Can also be used on card and paper 

Water soluble

•Wood needs to be cleaned 
•No gaps 
•Applied sparingly
•Takes about 24 hours to harden so clamps are required
•Can stain wood so must be cleaned off   
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Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA)   
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•Used for what types of joints? 
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Hot melt glue gun 
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Used in glue guns 

The glue is a thermoplastic adhesive

An electrical heating element melts the glue

The trigger forces the glue into the nozzle

Good bond when cooled

Used for model making    

What is the disadvantage of this product?

•Safety – molten glue is very hot and can cause blisters  
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Contact Adhesives
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Gives off toxic fumes – use in a well ventilated area 

Made up of natural rubber and polychloroprene (neoprene)

Used for laminates such as Formica

Great for flat surfaces  

• Ensure surfaces are clean and free from dust
• Applied thinly to both surfaces 
• Left to dry for a few minutes (to touch) 
• Surfaces are pushed together 
• Immediate bond – no clamping required 
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Epoxy Resin  
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What does this mean.....? 

A thermosetting plastic resin 

Suitable for Wood, Metal, Plastics, Cloth, Leather, Rubber and Ceramics

Two parts – resin and a hardener (catalyst) 

Chemical reaction begins when mixed 

Very strong join 

•Equal quantities are mixed together 
•When completely mixed – applied to surfaces
•Apply pressure with clamps or vice 
•Curing process can take around 6 hours 
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Superglue 
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Why is it not used much in schools? 

Good for non porous materials or those that contain minute 
traces of water 

Poor shear strength (good for mounting a work piece to a 
sacrificial glue block on a lathe and also tightening pins and bolts)   

Many uses from string players fingers to electronics to surgery  

(Cyanoacrylate)
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Adhesives and chemical joints 
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Glue or Cement Advantages Disadvantages Uses

PVA 
(Polyvinyl acetate)

Produces strong 
bonds when joining 
wood 
Can also be used on 
card and paper

________
(Araldite) 

Takes time to cure 
and harden 

Aircraft
Boats
Golf clubs 
Skis 

Hot melt glue gun  Good bond for 
model making 
Quick to harden 
and bond 

Model making

Tensol Cement Joining acrylic 
(perspex)
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Adhesives and chemical joints 
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Glue or Cement Advantages Disadvantages Uses 

PVA 
(Polyvinyl acetate)

Produces strong 
bonds when joining 
wood 
Can also be used on 
card and paper

24 hour to properly 
bond 
Requires clamping

Wood joints

Epoxy resin 
(Arladite) 

Very strong
Waterproof 
Heat and chemical 
resistant 

Takes time to cure 
and harden 

Aircraft
Boats
Golf clubs 
Skis 

Hot melt glue gun  Good bond for 
model making 
Quick to harden 
and bond 

Safety issues 
(burns) 

Model making

Tensol Cement Excellent bond 
when joining acrylic 

Carefully applied to 
avoid surface 
damage 
Strong fumes 

Joining acrylic 


